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His Excellency
Ayatollah Sayed 'Ali Khamenei
Leader of the Islamic Republic
Office of the Supreme Leader
Islamic Republic Street -
End of Shahid Keshvar Doust Street 
Tehran 
Islamic Republic of Iran
			      via website: http://www.leader.ir/langs/en/index.php?p=letter					      			

								Date	
Your Excellency, 

I take the liberty of expressing my profound concern on behalf of 
Nasrin Sotoudeh,
a mother of two children aged ten and three, who was sentenced on 9 January to 11 years in prison and has been banned from practicing law and leaving the country for 20 years.

Nasrin Sotoudeh is a human rights lawyer who was charged of "acting against national security, including membership of the Centre for Human Rights Defenders (CHRD)" and sentenced to 10 years in prison, and sentenced to 1 year in prison for "Propaganda against the system". Nasrin Sotudeh denies that she has even been a member of the CHRD. Since her arrest on 4 September 2010, she has been mostly held in solitary confinement in Tehran's Evin Prison. Her health has been weakened by three hunger strikes in protest at her detention without charge or trial and at the conditions of her detention. 

On the day that Nasrin Sotoudeh's sentencing was issued, Branch One of the Revolutionary Court based inside Evin Prison summoned her husband, Reza Khandan, to report for interrogation within seven days. Her lawyer, Nasim Ganavi, has also been summoned.

I wish to most urgently ask the authorities
	to immediately and unconditionally release Nasrin Sotoudeh, imprisoned solely for the peaceful exercise of her right to freedom of expression and association, including her work as a lawyer;

to ensure that Nasrin Sotoudeh is granted immediate and regular access to her family and her lawyer, including regular visits by her children, allowing them physical contact with her, and not behind a glass screen as before.

Furthermore I take the liberty of reminding the authorities that UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers not only state that lawyers must be allowed to carry out their work "without intimidation, hindrance, harassment or improper interference" but also expressly recognizes that they are entitled to freedom of expression, which includes "the right to take part in public discussion of matters concerning the law, the administration of justice and the promotion and protection of human rights".

Thanking you for prompt intervention, I remain
									Most respectfully yours
 
									
Copies of this letter to:
- Mohammad Javad Larijani, Secretary General, High Council for Human Rights info@humanrights-iran.ir 
The Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Iran in Bern, Switzerland secretariat@iranembassy.ch 


